
KNOWN CYLON MODELS

Basic Cylon Traits Package:
All humanoid cylons possess certain abilities common to all of the models.  These are:

Electronic Interface [d6]
This allows the humanoid Cylon to access computer networks through a tactile interface
on their spacecraft, or to communicate line of sight with each other without the use of
vocalization.  They can also interface with human technology through hardwire
connection, using nerve ganglia in their arms and other locations.  When connected, they
gain d6 to their Knowledge, Scientific Expertise, and Technical Engineering tests.

Immunity [d12]
Cylons are immune to nearly all disease, Environmental Effects [although they do feel
discomfort in cold and heat], and Radiation.  They will suffer from starvation, thirst, and
lack of atmosphere.

Physical Push [d8]
Cylons can boost their adrenal response, adding d4 to two of their physical traits for
one minute, once per hour.  The bonus extends to their Life Points, Initiative, etc. until the
push wears off.

Virtual Immortality [d10]
At death, the humanoid Cylon uploads its consciousness to the nearest Resurrection ship
or facility.  It is possible to be beyond range to download, but most Cylons aren’t even
aware of the range that Resurrection works at. [Several light years...]

Vulnerability [d6]
Cylons are vulnerable to an ancient form of encephalitis that humans are now immune to. 
This adds to HARD Resistance tests and causes failure in Wound.  It is usually fatal
within days.

Vulnerability [d6]
Cylons are vulnerable to certain radiation frequencies, such as in the Ragnar atmosphere. 
Exposure requires a FORMIDABLE resistance for every 10 minutes exposed.  Damage is
equal to the failure and rendered in Basic damage.

Cylons are built as Veteran Characters, and have a deficit of 20 points for their Assets,
requiring they be made up in Complications [often of an emotion or social nature] and/or
Skill deficits.

There are 12 Cylons models, only six of which have been encountered.



Number 1 [Cavil]

Otherwise known as Cavil or John, #1 is based on a late
middle-aged human male.  He often masquerades as a
priest or confidant, using his sharp wit and persuasive
skills to confuse and mislead his opponents.  While they
appear to eschew the religion of the Cylons, they will
use their knowledge of Cylon and Human religion in their
manipulation of others.  They tend to authoritarian,
draconian methods, and show a nihilistic streak.
     The Cavils appear to be the closest thing to a leader
in the Cylon society, using their authority and influence
to convince the other models to do as they wish.  They
were the first of the humanoid Cylons created, and their
knowledge of the creators may be one of the reasons
they hold such sway in Cylon society.
     He Is a vicious foe, a sociopath even by Cylon
standards.  While usually avoiding combat, the Cavils a
re brutal foes and have no compunction about the use of
violence.

Attributes:
Agility d6
Strength d6
Vitality d6
Alertness d10
Intelligence d12
Willpower d8

Life Points 14
Initiative d6+d10
Endurance d6+d8
Resistance 2d6

Ht: 5'8" Wt: 190 lbs
Hair: Gray Eyes: Brown
Age: Apparently 50s/60s

Assets:
Electronic Interface d6
Invulnerability d12
Physical Push d8
So Say We All d4
Virtual Immortality d10

Complications:
Anger Issues d4
Out for Blood d8
Vulnerability d6
   Certain Radiation Freqs
Vulnerability d6
   Certain Virii
Sadist d10

Skills:
Athletics d2
Covert d4
Discipline d6
   Leadership    d10
   Morale    d10
Guns d4
Influence d6
   Persuade    d10
Knowledge d6
Mech Engineering d4
Perception d6
Pilot d4
Science Expert d6
   Physcial Sicence    d8
Tech Engineering d6
   Hacking    d8



Number 2 [Leoben Conoy]
The number 2 model is particularly dangerous.  These
Cylons style themselves as prophets or philosophers. 
They are masters at observation and manipulation,
capable of interweaving truth and lies in a way that
makes them believable to even the most cynical or
cautious.  The 2s appear to enjoy the game of repartee
and are very hard to interrogate.
     They are the main purveyors of the Cylon monotheism. 
Often they talk about being able to see the patterns of
the universe, and claim special insight into their God’s
machinations.   They are also one of the most able
fighters in the male Humanoid Cylon stable.
     Leoben seems to take particular interest in the
affairs of humans he considers important to God’s plan
[or perhaps are simply intriguing to him.] The entire model
has a romantic and prophetic fixation on the human pilot
Kara Thrace, but have also showed a more philosophical
interest in other resistance members.

Attributes:
Agility d6
Strength d6
Vitality d6
Alertness d12
Intelligence d10
Willpower d10

Life Points 16
Initiative d6+d12
Endurance d6+d10
Resistance 2d6

Ht: 5'11" Wt: 175 lbs
Eyes: Blue Hair: Blond
Age: Apparent 30s

Assets:
Electronic Interface d6
Faith d6
Invulnerability d12
Physical Push d8
Virtual Immortality d10

Complications:
Duty, God’s Plan d6
Fixated d6
Unstable d4
Vulnerability d6
Vulnerability d6

Skills:
Artist d2
Athletics d4
Covert d4
Discipline d6
   Morale    d8
Guns d4
Influence d6
   Persuade    d8
Knowledge d6
Mech Engineering d2
Perception d6
   Empathy    d8
   Intuition    d8
Performance d6
   Deception    d10
Tech Engineering d4
Unarmed Combat d6



Number 3 [D’Anna]
The Number 3 model is second only to the Ones in their
single-minded pursuit of their goals, even when they do
not coincide with the wishes of the other models.  They
are very violent, practical, and devious.  They are also
one of the stronger models of the humanoid Cylons,
physically dangerous as they are crafty.
  They are, like the Leoben model, highly religious,
subscribing to the monotheistic Cylon God.  Similarly,
they are well-spoken and charismatic.  One of the few
weaknesses the 3s show is a need for affection – true
love.  In this they are similar to the 6s.

Attributes:
Agility d6
Strength d6
Vitality d6
Alertness d10
Intelligence d10
Willpower d10

Life Points 16
Initiative d6+d10
Endurance d6+d10
Resistance 2d6

Ht: 6'1" Wt: 160 lbs
Hair: Blonde Eyes: Blue
Age: Apparent 30s

Assets:
Electronic Interface d6
Invulnerability d12
Physical Push d8
Virtual Immortality d10

Complications:
Duty, God’s Plan d6
Sadistic d4
Overconfident d4
Vulnerability d6
Vulnerability d6

Skills:
Athletics d4
Covert d4
Discipline d4
Guns d4
Influence d6
Knowledge d4
Mech Engineering d4
Perception d6
Performance d6
Pilot d4
Survival d4
Tech Engineering d4
Unarmed Combat d6



Number 4 [Simon]
The Number 4s are the most rational, machine-like of the
humanoid Cylons.  They usually pose as doctors and
scientists, a function they provide in Cylon society.  The
Simons are motivated by curiosity and duty to the Cylon
race, and are the most easily manipulated of the Cylon
models by authority figures like Cavil of D’Anna, but
respond best to reason and facts.
     The Simons were rarely used as sleeper agents, as
their base programming does not mesh with the human
personalities that were crafted for them.  Several of the
Simons that were undercover malfunctioned and had to
be boxed when they could not reconcile their harsh
mechanical reality with the emotional memory implants.
     Most 4s are not easily swayed by emotional or moral
entreaties.  Like the 1s, this model is fully cognizant and
accepting of their true nature and do not feel the need
to be “human.”  They are not overly religious, but often
pay lip-service for the good of the group.

Attributes:
Agility d6
Strength d8
Vitality d6
Alertness d8
Intelligence d12
Willpower d8

Life Points 12
Initiative d6+d8
Endurance d6+d8
Resistance 2d6

Ht: 6'3" Wt: 200 lbs
Eyes: Brown Hair: Brown
Age: Apparent 30s/40s

Assets:
Electronic Interface d6
Invulnerability d12
Physical Push d8
Virtual Immortality d10

Complications:
Callous d4
Curiosity d4
Duty d6
Overconfident d4
Vulnerability d6
Vulnerability d6

Skills:
Athletics d4
Covert d4
Discipline d4
Guns d2
Influence d4
Knowledge d6
Mech Engineering d6
Medical Expert d6
   Genetics    d8
   Surgery    d8
Perception d6
Pilot d4
Science Expert d6
   Life Sciences    d8
Tech Engineering d6
Unarmed Combat d2



Number 5 [Aaron Doral]
The Dorals are another infiltration model, designed to
sow dissension and confusion in the enemy.  They work to
undermine authority, work with stealth and guile which
their “everyman” appearance allows.  They are the most
militant and fanatic in their pursuit of Cylon goals.  They
often work as operations managers, and overseers.

Attributes:
Agility d6
Strength d6
Vitality d6
Alertness d8
Intelligence d10
Willpower d10

Life Points 16
Initiative d6+d8
Endurance d6+d10
Resistance 2d6

Ht: 5'9" wt: 180 lbs
eyes: Brown Hair: Brown
Age: Apparent 30s

Assets:
Electronic Interface d6
Invulnerability d12
Physical Push d8
Virtual Immortality d10

Complications:
Duty, Cylons d6
Sadistic d4
Out for Blood d4
Vulnerability d6
Vulnerability d6

Skills:
Athletics d4
Covert d6
   Sabotage    d8
   Streetwise    d8
Discipline d6
   Morale    d8
   Resistance    d8
Guns d4
Influence d4
Mech Engineering d4
Melee Combat d4
Perception d6
Performance d6
Tech Engineering d6
Unarmed Combat d4



Number 6
One of the most successful of the Cylon sleeper agents,
the Six is one of the most versatile models for
undercover work for their ability to empathize and
manipulate human emotions.  This ability is also their
Achilles Heel: they are given to powerful emotion, and
like the 3s desire to be loved.  They are promiscuous,
highly sexual, and violent, easily driven to action by
their unsteady emotional state.
     Like the 5s, they are often used as field commanders
and overseers.  They are strongly protective of their
“sisters.”
 

Attributes:
Agility d6
Strength d6
Vitality d6
Alertness d8
Intelligence d10
Willpower d10

Life Points 16
Initiative d6+d8
Endurance d6+d10
Resistance 2d6

Ht: 6' wt: 140 lbs
eyes: Blue Hair: Varies
Age: Apparent 20s/30s

Assets:
Allure d4
Electronic Interface d6
Invulnerability d12
Physical Push d8
Virtual Immortality d10

Complications:
Lustful d4
Memorable d4
Unstable d4
Vulnerability d6
Vulnerability d6

Skills:
Athletics d4
Covert d6
   Sabotage    d8
   Stealth    d8
Discipline d2
Guns d4
Influence d6
   Persuasion    d8
   Seduction    d8
Knowledge d2
Performance d6
   Deception    d8
Science Expert d6
Tech Engineering d6
   Hacking    d8
   Programming    d10
Unarmed Combat d4



Number 7 [Daniel]
Not Encountered...  The model’s design was corrupted early on and never fielded.

Number 8 [Sharon]
The Sharons are held in low regard by the other models
as being quirky, emotional, and weak.  They were most
extensively used as sleeper agents and show rebellious
tendencies that are tempered by a fearful and inconstant
nature.  They are the most human of the models – mostly
likely why they are looked down on.

Attributes:
Agility d8
Strength d6
Vitality d6
Alertness d10
Intelligence d8
Willpower d8

Life Points 14
Initiative d8+d10
Endurance d6+d8
Resistance 2d6

Ht: 5'6" wt: 125 lbs
Eyes: Brown Hair: Black
Age: Apparent 20s

Assets:
Electronic Interface d6
Invulnerability d12
Physical Push d8
Virtual Immortality d10

Complications:
Trusting d4
Unsure d4
Vulnerability d6
Vulnerability d6

Skills:
Athletics d4
Covert d4
Discipline d4
Guns d6
Heavy Weapons d4
Influence d4
Knowledge d2
Mech Engineering d4
Melee Combat d4
Medical Expert d2
Perception d6
Pilot d6
Survival d4
Tech Engineering d4
Unarmed Combat d4


